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Abstract

Recently, the use of wireless networks that can be used conveniently increases due to the increasing number of people who are using internet and smart devices. Comparing with the wired network, the wireless network can be operated cheaper but it has weakness in security problems.

In this paper, we propose a system to detect and prevent security threats that occur in a wireless environment. The system detects security threats using the open source-based, Kismet and Wireshark and uses Iptable to prevent intrusion. We use a hacking tool that is used for the simulation in order to verify the compliance.
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1 Introduction

Because of the advances in wireless communication technology and increasing use of smart devices, a number of users who use wireless network increases. Since the wireless network uses radio waves to send and receive data, it meets the network conditions required by the portable devices. In addition, the use of wireless network keeps increasing because of the convenient availability compared to wire network. However, wireless network has disadvantage in security compared to wire network. And wireless network users may use wireless network indiscriminately lacking both the security knowledge and the importance of security. Due to these problems, wireless network users can be exposed to the misuse crime [1, 2, 3].
In this paper, we suggest a system which can detect and then block security threats in wireless network environment by using kismet, wireshark and Iptable. In order to validate the performance of the suggested system, we reproduce attack conditions in a wireless network by employing tools used in hacking. And, by using kismet, we collect packets of hacking tools and analyze collected packets with wireshark. The analysed packets are applied to the Iptable rules and prevent system invasion by blocking corresponding packets and IP.

2 Related research

2.1 Vulnerabilities of wireless network security technologies
IEEE 802.1x is a standard technology that is being used in an Ethernet network environment, to authenticate the client. By referring the registered user information in RADIUS, server shall judge whether to allow network access by checking that the accessing AP user is registered in RADIUS server. And, in exchange of authentication message, EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol) is used and data is being encrypted by using the WEP. The security vulnerability of IEEE 802.1x is the weakness of brute force and MITM (man in the middle attack). These causes are due to the vulnerable issues with EAP and WEP [4, 5].

2.2 Wireshark
Wireshark is a program developed to manage the network. Using wireshark enables to save network packets and to analyze the saved packets in detail. Wireshark can use the data in other packet programs and support a wide variety of operating systems with UNIX or Linux, widows, etc. And it also provides the ability to search for specific packet, which further enables one to effectively analyze the packets [6].

2.3 Iptable
Iptable is a processing system for network packet in Linux kernels, and it was developed from netfilter project. Iptable filters TCP and UDP, controls a specific port, and thus prevents intrusions by a malicious user. Iptable consists of table and chains, requiring root permission. Tables perform features such as packet filtering or network address translation and consist of the four tables like Filter, NAT, Magle, and Raw.

3 Wireless intrusion prevention system design and construction

3.1 Wireless intrusion prevention system design
In a wireless network environment, one can't detect security threats raised from system used in a wire firewall. To operate reliably on wireless network, one needs a wireless intrusion prevention system with a continuous monitoring function and integrated management. In this paper, suggested system configuration is shown in Fig. 1.
By using Kismet, one collects packets in a wireless network, inspects AP, and detects trespass. The collected packets use Wireshark to analyze pattern of attack. And, based on the analysed patterns, Iptable’s rules are created to prevent intrusion.

3.2 Wireless intrusion prevention system construction

Suggested wireless intrusion prevention system consists of a server and a client. The server of wireless intrusion prevention system consists of kismet and wireshark, Iptable to block intrusion. The client of wireless intrusion prevention systems consists of kismet, wireshark and hacking tools, which are used to inspect mock hacking and wireless network environment. The server construction order to build a wireless intrusion prevention system is as follows.

(1) Installation of linux operating system of CentOS 6.4
(2) Installation of Rpmforge package required for installing kismet
(3) Kismet installation and environment configuration
(4) Wireshark installation and environment configuration
(5) Iptable Installation

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental environment

In this experimental environment, one uses PC used as a server in wireless intrusion prevention system and two laptops used as client. And, the experiment was conducted using one wired router and three wireless routers. The configuration of experimental environment is shown in Fig. 2.
4.2 Experimental method

The experiment proceeds with WPA shared key crack, and MITM attack. A Details for each attack is as follows.

(1) WPA shared key crack
   • Use Airmon-ng, Generate the monitor interface
   • Use Airodump-ng, Gather information of the surrounding AP
   • Use Airodump-ng, Collect information from target AP
   • Use Aireplay-ng, Launch with replay attack
   • Use Airodump-ng, Collect WPA handshake
   • Use Aircrack-ng, Launch with dictionary attack

(2) MITM attack
   • Use Airmon-ng, Generate the monitor interface
   • Use Airbase-ng, Generate AP
   • Generate a bridge consisting of wired and wireless

4.3 Experimental results

1) WPA shared key crack
   Blocking the packets used in replay attack and complicating the password lead to a failure of dictionary attack. Replay attack is shown in Fig. 3, which is a screen analyzing the used packets with Wireshark.
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2) MITM attack

AP used in MITM attack can detect the same way as honeypot AP attack is detected. In addition, using the packet information can detect MITM attack. Packets of MITM attack analyzed with Wireshark are applied with the rule of Iptable as shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4. Prevention of man-in-the-middle attacks with Iptable](image)

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we suggested the system to prevent the security threats by detecting and blocking security threats on a wireless network. The server of wireless intrusion prevention system implements the system by using the kismet and wireshark, Iptable. And, client of wireless intrusion prevention system consists of kismet and wireshark, and hacking tools.

Wireless intrusion prevention systems collects the packets of wireless network as Drone of Kismet, and then Kismet saves the collected packets in files. And, the system uses kismet to inspect wireless network environment and detect illegally cloned AP or unauthorized AP. Wireshark is used to analyze the packet files, saved
as kismet while those packets analyzed with Wireshark are transformed to the rules of Iptable. Once Iptable rules are generated, the system makes sure that invasion is blocked, and if the block is unsuccessful, Iptable rules are re-generated.

In this paper, in order to verify suitability of the suggested wireless intrusion prevention system, the system progresses mock hacking using hacking tools of client, analyzes the packets of mock hacking using wireless intrusion prevention system, and prevents trespass by adding rules. By using wireless intrusion prevention system suggested in this paper, one can expect an improved wireless network security in operating facilities using UNIX or Linux based server. Also, the system can be effectively used to users who intend to learn wireless network security.

For the future research, it is necessary to combine the suggested wireless intrusion prevention system and Snort in order to even detect a wired network.
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